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Record Week:

Lee Taylo

Sewanee's Student Volun-
teer Fire Department set a rec-

ord last week by responding to

six live fires in a 24-hour per-

iod.

Thursday was the "hot"
day of a busy week as firemen
and EMTs scrambled to res-

pond to a total of 14 calls from
Halloween to Election Day.

According to Student Chief
Charlie Potts, there were two
major causes of the hectic

week -- the unseasonable dry-

ness and the suspected work
of an arsonist.

The marathon began Octo-
ber 31 with the weekly alarm
at Johnson Hall. That evening
the volunteers interrupted their

holiday festivities to respond -

some in costume, no less- to a
reported fire at the Sewanee
Youth Center. The Youth
Center "blaze" was in fact

a bonfire behind the Center
seen through its windows. The
Center itself was not threat-

ened or damaged.
The next evening firemen

and EMTs, responding to an
alarm at Phillips Hall (French
House), discovered instead the

unexpected cause of the alarm-

Endowent Discussed
Andy Keg!ey

With an endowment of $23-milli

income of SI .5 million, it's a wond
suffered financially.

Both last year's and next year's budgets have been balanced tc

accomadate substantial surpluses, (a vast improvement over preceed

ing years, ) but once again the tuition is rising some $600.

Sewanee's endowment fund consists of stocks and bonds in

major corporations. According to Harry Dodd, University treasurer,

this endowment is "fairly substantial" for a school Sewanee's size,

ranking among the top 60, near Furman and Rutgers Universities in

total endowment, but considerably lower than Vanderbilt's

$n5-million, 15th in the nation. Harvard University leads the

nation's academic institutions with an impressive $1 .1 -billion worth

of holdings.

The income realized annually from these stocks and bonds works

for the University in two ways;

approximately two-thirds sup-

ports the budget, and the remain-

ing third-$500,000 annually de-

the stock market's

Sewanee ranks high

percentage of students re-

:ial aid.

Originally most stock is given

the University, in the form of

bequests. Family inter-

regional stocks, received

n the past, are now sold

Son-

it relying so

budgets have

the

burned area to prevent the
fire from spreading further.

Two EMT calls Sunday and
Monday brought the weekly
total to 14 - one of the high-

est in several years.
(see Record Fires, p. 2)

an automobile accident which
had brought down the dorm's
power lines. EMTs, assisted

by a local physician, treated

the victim, Timothy Brent,

for spinal injuries. Firemen in

the meantime were dispatched
to another call, this one a
false alarm at Tuckaway.

The record-setting Thurs-
day began with a mid -morning
leaf fire at the McDonald home
on University Avenue. That af-

ternoon firement fought a

brush fire behind the H.L.
Smith home on Tennessee
Avenue, across from the Sew-
anee Academy.

The same night, the depart-

ment battled the first structure

fire of the week at the Sewanee
Laundrymat. The damage was
confined to a corner of the

attic by efforts described by
Fire Chief Doug Cameron as

"the prettiest piece of fire

fighting I've seen since I've

been here. It was a really ef-

After two hours' respite

the department was dispatched

to Midway to fight a minor
brush fire near the Sewanee
Airport. Because of the small

size of the fire and the dis-

tance of the scene from the

campus, Chief Potts ordered

one engine to return to the

station. Engine 403 was ar-

riving at the station when the

call came reporting a second
fire at the Laundrymat.

The second blaze at the

Laundrymat was easily hand-
led by the firemen with En-

gine 403. Shortly after the

second engine arrived at the

scene from the Midway brush

fire, the police radioed the re-

port of yet one more fire -

again behind the Smith house
across from the Academy.

The siren kept its peace
Friday, but summoned the

department twice Saturday to

return to the Smith house and
fight the persistant brush fire.

That afternoon the State

Forestry Service dispatched

a bulldozer that due a fire-

Lindsay Coates

Vandalism in the Bishop's

Common has intensified this

fall, says, Doug Cameron, dir-

ector of special student services.

The prime targets have been

the men *s restrooms on the

main floor and the basement.

The second floor men's

room was torn up over the

summer and repaired before

school started: damage includ-

ed broken ceiling tiles, removal

of wall fixtures and broken

lights. This re-occurred after

school started and was fixed

again. Damage done in the

basement bathroom was of a

similar nature.

Cameron told I lie Sewanee
Purple " we then intensified

the campaign of watching it,

with the help of SAGA em-

ployees. We 've attempted to

nail down a time and the

primary people using the

restrooms at that time. But
we cannot be

the prime time seems to be
early evening Friday and Sat-

urday, when as Cameron said

"the B.C. is overwhelmed with
high school students." Camer-
on added that as the Academy
doesn 't yet have I. D. 's the
flow of students cannot be reg-

ulated.

Prime time for the base-

ment men's room is Tuesday
Thursday and Friday between
10 and 11:30 p.m. Cameron
said at that time there is a high
number of Sewanee students

in the Pub. Coupled with van-

dalism in the Gailor men's
room the evidence indicates

that it is college students.

But Cameron added that

"it could easily be someone
else." He continued "we
don't think it is students in

general but students are mora
likely suspects than local

Dean Seiters agrees the

evidence tends to indicate that

Vandalism, p. 2)

6 Fire Calls in 24 Hours

Basement BC bathroom vandalized: ceiling tiles, i

and wall fixtures ripped out.

SAGA Meal
Plans Probed

Susan Bunton
Every year Sewanee stud-

ents pay $400 to eat 21 meals

a week in Gailor; yet most of

these students never eat all 21

of these weekly meals.

Recently Sewanee students

have argued that it is unfair

for students who don't eat

three meals daily to have to

pay the same board fee as

those who do. Also stud-

ents have argued that they

shouldn't have to pay a fixed

amount for a meal when they

eat just a salad while other

students are eating meat, po-

tatoes and vegetables for the

Last year the Sewanee Pur-

ple reported that several dif-

ferent meal plan's were in the

process of being proposed. One
such meal plan was that Gailor

"sell" portions of food by hav-

ing the students pay for them
with coupons. In this way, a

student who eats only a little

at each meal pays less than a

student who eats more. An-

other plan is that at the begin-

ning of each semester, a stu-

drnt can decide whether he

wants to eat 21 meals a week,

1 & or five, and pay board fees

accordingly.

According to Jim Hardy,

Saga Food Services Manager, if

Sewanee students want to

change the meal plan, SAGA
would be willing to meet their

demands. "In order for the

meal plan to be changed, how-

ever," Hardy said "the Univers-

ity has to approve the change."

Hardy further adds that after

checking his files; he finds no

record of such a proposalbeing

made. "Obviously," he says,

"the request for a change did

not get past the University.

Hardy said if students want-

ed to switch to the coupon

plan, then SAGA would ar-

range for the switch if the Un-

iversity approves. He also ad-

ded that SAGA could arrange

for the coupons to be valid

Isee Food Plans, p. 3)
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EXTRAS
Stefan Heym, the best-

Democratic Republic, will visit

Sewanee on November 29. He

will present a lecture on

"Contradictions of the Writer

in Socialism" in the Bishop's

Common Lounge at 4:00 p.m.

Heym himself could not pub-

lish in East Germany from

1965 to 1973. His difficult

but successful career—begun in

response to Nazism, developed

in democracy, grounded in

Marxism—mirrors the political

problems in the United States,

the GDR and West Germany.

Today, he is a leader of an East

German literary revival little

recognized in the West.

A two-day overnight trip

from Stone Door to Savage

Falls in the new Savage Gulf

State Natural Area, Some

I rails, A Lea'

Saturday, November

18, and return for supper Sun

day, November 19. Sign up al

the B.C. Desk and BYOF
(Bring your own food!)

Tuesday, November 28, w«

will make our first trip to the

Chattanooga Choo Choo Ic(

Rink (larger than Huntsville)

We will skate in the 8-10 EST
General Session. Admission

$2.25, skates $.50, SOC trans-

portation, $.50. Leave from

Gailor at 4:30 p.m. and eat

( 'hattanooga. Sign up at B
Desk.

CHRISTMAS SHUTTLE

If you want a ride to the

Chattanooga Airport (12:30

21 De

cember 22) or returning (

p.m., January 17), please sign

up with Doug Cameron I

The cost is $3.00 each way

MOVIES, SLIDES, AND LIES

Saturday evening. Decern

ber 8, we will gather beside thi

fire at 7:30 p.m. in the B.C

Lounge to brag, li

fellowship, and show s

movies. The club's N
film will be shown along with

"Whitewater Primer" and "Un-

calculated Risk." BYO slide:

(projector provided) ant

refreshments.

Lipstick on the Mug

ml '

Beginning Monday, No-

vember 20, the Director's

office of the Bishop's Common
will accept U.P.S. packages for

shipment from 11 a.m. until

12 noon, Monday through Fri-

day. There will be no excep-

tions. Please remember to

wrap packages securely wit

plastic or webbed packing tapi

not with string.

Record Fires Blaze

ling to Chief Potts, at

ist thr »e of the fires are sus-

cted t > have been started by

st. The first laundry-it

it fire had no apparent point

an at the "hot spot -

in which the fire

rted.

Potts said it was "proba-

>" that arson was also the

use of the second laundry-

mat fire for three reasons:

the fire started below the level

of the first one - even though

fire as a rule burns upward it

was on the opposite side of

the building from the first,

in the cooler, undamaged
area used by firement to

get on the roof to battle

the previous fire ; and most

conclusively, it burned from

the outside of the building

, ihf side.

Vandalism

Mounts

h;it

weeks's episode: Thank

God He Said Yes—an inside

look at the terrify ins, trauma °f

asking a boy for a date fas told

by Lou Ann Grundy to Mary

-ence Hicks)**

names have been changed

to protect the innocent.

My dorm was having this

little party and we were all

iosed to bring dates.

About a week and a half before

Dig occasion I began to get

a strange feeling in the pit of

my stomach—who would I ask?

Nobody's suggestions seemed

geous and ask Orrin Lupberger,

my lab partner. My hands

trembled uncontrollably as our

eyes met over the titration

apparatus causing a minor

explosion. Orrin, drenched

with nitric ' acid, furiously

stormed from the lab. Back to

lh«' yearbook—well ... no

forget him, or ... no way,

hey-Tank Butkus. But I could

never get the nerve!

It was Wednesday Steak

Night— I thought Tank would

be in a good mood. Across the

it is students. "Which," he

ded, "is a hard thing for

to say."Seiters believes t

the problem can be solved by

student outrage.

"The large majority don't

approve," he said, "If respon-

sible types agree to do some-

thing the problem can be elimi-

nated. And this has already

happened, to some degree."

Arson is also suspected in

the brush fires behind the

Smith house. Children were

seen playing in the area short-

ly before the fire broke out on

Thursday, and police quest-

ioned an Academy student

who reported chasing a youth

from the scene of the last

call there Saturday afternoon.

Chief Potts stated after-

wards that the busy week had

its benefits.

"It was obvious that every-

one was tired," he said, "but

all the work was really a boost

to morale. All those false a-

larms are bound to have a bad

effect."

Seiters added that "e

and malicious destruction can-

tolerated and people

do that sort of thing

"Thanks to last

though, everyone is n

ftdent at their jobs, i

working better than

team."

ek,

to pack
should not be her

who is caught will h;

up and go home."'

Carl Re.^d, Director of Build

ings and Lands commented 01

the $5,000 cost

aIh-m

thrtogether and poured ove

yearbook. As the days went

by, 1 tried my best just to for-

get about it. I became a

follower of the Scarlett O'Hara

philosophy 'for tomorrow is

another day,' but I didn't have

her pntourage of prospects

After the passing or several

tomorrows, the harsh reality of

the situation could no longer

be avoided. I began to

frequent the library and Gailor

as I noticed most of the other

girls in my dorm doing.

Finally one afternoon in chem-

istry lab I decided to be coura-

^1^311 3C 3X

.Mini

ndalis th

IhnWIk
p;ist year.

his If

rith gla

milk (three chocolate, three

white), three potatoes, 10 rolls,

a huge steak, and two of each

dessert. I quickly looked

away. Several of my friends

were instructed to alert me of

his departure. I wai

(see Lipstick, p.

£\. Rube's

^ookstort

The Lemon Fair

* POTTERY * CANDLES * STAINED GLASS *

* GOURMET KITCHEN EQUIPMENT *

* CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS

* NEEDLE WORK *

* PLANTS *

* TOYS *

C free gift wrapping)

-" -" **- " "

i't think there's beer

,
primaril;

al. About fou

it has been about the sair

each year since then," he said.

JIIIIIHIIilllllllHIIIIIHHIIIIIIIIIIIIItlllllHIMIllHlltlllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

I COMICS IN SPANISH SHOW I

| HOW PEOPLE ACTUALLY SPEAK! |

1 Send $9 for 20 easy or IS medium
|

1 comic books , with help on idioms
|

1 Free UPS Delivery to an address |

1 (Add $1 for postage to P0 box) |

I THE SPOKEN LANGUAGE OF HOUSTON \

| Box S8310-US, Houston, TX 770S8
|

l I IIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIHIIlUn

FLOWERLAND
IN COWAN $fj$fa

CALL OR COME DOWN THE

MOUNTAIN TODAY FOR

ALL OF YOUR FLORAL

NEEDS
Ph.-967-7602

First National Bank
MONTEAGIE BRANCH

WELCOMING STUDENTS AND COMMUNITY

TO BANK WITH US REMEMBER: VALLEY LIQUORS IN COWAN



Food Plans Probed

(com, from p. 1

)

both Gailor and the B.C. snacK
bar. "That way, if a student

misses breakfast, he can take

his coupons to the B.C. and
still not have to pay extra."

Dean Seiters, a member of

the food service committee ex-

plains why specific meal plans

have not yet been approved
and proposed to SAGA: to be-

gin with, SAGA operates its

business on a "percentage of
meals missed.'" Students pay

a board fee for 21 meals, but

miss some of these 21 meals.

For SAGA this means that if

students don't eat all of the

food tor winch they have

paid, then SAGA can pur-

chase 3

f'o

th«

profit

loney they

iend on food.

"If, at the beginning of the

year, a student elects to follow

the 15 meal-a-week plan, he
eliminates his chance of mis-

sing a high percentage of meals.

Consequently, SAGA starts los-

ing money and therefore raises

"This ; the i

we decided not to approve this

plan," says Seiters.

Seiters also pointed out
that having partial meal plans

as opposed to 21-meal pi;

uld the danger of

fire and the electricity bill

more and more students

be using the dorm kitchen fac

ilities to prepare their meals.

"If students want a diffei

ent meal plan," says Seiters

"it is up to th<

food services committee meet
ing. " Seiters added that up un
til now, the University

held back on complaints

abrupt changes in the se;

in order to give the new SAGA
administration a

settle in.

Endowment' Reviewed
- (cont. from p. 1)

get surplus, Dodd notes that

tent, Dodd says, "Yes, the Univ/er- roughly half the time a college

sity has dipped into the endow- budget can be balanced. The rest

. ment fund," but not to the ex- of the time it will run a deficit,

a treme of selling enough tock to often due to unforeseen pro-
- eliminate the $900,000 de ficit. As blems. Currently, the accumula-
- the stock's value fluctuat s, some ted deficit and an employment sa-

s portion of any capital lary increase are to be the primary
d appreciation is utilized, b ut Dodd recipients of the $600,000 added
e said,"the principal amou t is not to the budget. But from that fig-

^ impaired." ure, approximately $100,000 will

o With Sewanee going into its go towards the deficit

<0^S
BROWN BAGGING PERMISSABLE

WEEKENDS 6-1

1

LARGE PARTY ROOM SEATING 200

WEEKDAYS 6-10 924-2268
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Film Club Flourishes
Judy O'Brien

Many people on the Moun-
tain expected to see the Enter-

tainment Film Club fold short-

ly after it was started. That
was two years ago, and the

club is still going strong.

"We really surprised a lot of

people," said club founder and
president Clyde Ponder.

The success of the club

depends largely on movie
attendance. The films ;iro

Parker Enlists

...!,,,
il

he ttistor] I leporl menl is §

> .i
. pp iud to innounce thai u

Dr. Harold Parker of Duka £
i niversil < will be teaching ^
with us ;i* a Brown Fellow, ;

Professor Emeritus al I luke, ha
g

will teach two courses this 2

spring semester. History 308,

«

The Revolutionary Era, will 3
focus on the French Revolu-

tion and the Napoleonic era.

History 392 will begin with

William James and include the

study of such figures as Carl

Jung, James Joyce, and Werner.

Ileisenberg.

Dr. Parker received his

Ph.B. from the University of

Chicago, his M.A.I'rom Cornell,

and his Ph.D. from Chicago

also. He has taught at Duke
University continuously except

for duty in the Army Air Corps

in World War II. There, he has

served as director of undergrad-

uate studies of history and '

graduate studies.

Dr. Parker has published

widely in articles and period-

icals. The following are the

most important among his

major works: Crux of Anti-

quity in French Revolution: A
Study in the Development of
Revolutionary Spirit; Three

Napoleonic Battles written

with Marvin Brown; and a

three volume textbook, Major

Themes in Modern European

An Invitation to

d Reflection.

; an enviable reputa-

a teacher having

the Distinguished

Award at Duke in

obtained through various agen-
cies across the country. The
admission price charged is

barely enough to cover
expenses such as promotion,
consessions, cartoons, and the
movie itself. The average
movie ends up costing about
$300.

History :

Inquiry ar

He ha:

received

Teaching

1969, the Alumni Distin-

guished Teaching Award and
the Methodist Church Distin-

guished Teaching Award in

1973. Dr. Webb and Dr. King

both knew of Dr. Parker at

Duke and speak highly of him,

as do a great number of

students who have continued

on at Duke. Dr. Anita Good-
stein says "he is one of the

great teachers" and that the

history department is very

happy and fortunate to have

Dr. Parker here at Sewanee.

Clyde Ponder, EFC president

"We have to pay a mini-

mum of $22 on each movie,"

explained Ponder, "Even if

nobody shows up at the movie,

we must pay the $200. If the

film's a success, 85-90 percent

of the money we pull in goes

toward the movie. There is •

very little profit."

In fact, Ponder started off

the year by donating $140 of

his personal savings to the

club. The original aim of the

Entertainment Film Club was

to earn money to donate

audio-visual equipment to the

University. This plan has
failed, for even with a success-

ful movie—such as last year's

Doctor Zhivago- the film club

barely breaks even.

Inflation has also hurt the

club. It requires $6 or $7 in

postage simply to get a film on
the Mountain. This cost is

repeated when the movies are

returned to the film agency.

When the club sponsors a festi-

val, such as the recent "Old
Time Film Festival," the

shipping expenses become
extremely high. Prices may
be hiked from $1 to $1.50 to

accomodate the crunch infla-

tion has placed on the club.

The club, however, is

unable to show popular first-

run movies such as Animal

House. The agencies that

supply the club's movies will

not allow them to compete

with the big movie houses.

Movies shown by the EFC
compare favorably in popular-

ity to the newer but more
expensive films shown by the

Thompson Union.

Grand
Opening

Christmas

Gift Shop

This Sunday:2:00 P.M
NEXT TO THE SUP STORE J



Sewanee Experience,

Sewanee Maybe
A. Brian Craven and Bart Trescott

According to Dr. Harvey Cox, Chairman of the

Department of Applied Theory at Harvard,

"Today's money does not lust after houses, cars,

and clothes, but travel, drugs, unusual sights and

sounds, exotic tastes, therapies and new emotional

states." If Dr. Cox is at least partially correct in

his analysis of people's desires, this information

can be quite useful in an exposition of the so-called

"Sewanee Experience." What is the Sewanee

Experience? It is nothing less than an entire collec-

tion of possible experiences encompassing a diverse

selection of activities. How you think, how you

study, how you party, how you eat, how you

sleep-all of these basic elements of life areaffect-

ed (or at least have the potential to be affected) by

the various manifestations of the Sewanee Experi-

ence. Sewanee seems to promise a diversified

lifestyle to its potential students. It would be

impossible for us to deal with all the aspects of the

Experience here, so we will concentrate on the

overall impressions and goals derived from the

Sewanee Experience. We see essentially three

major areas in which Sewanee offers the potential

of experiences that will noticeably change the

student, the first of which- social-shall be dealt

with here.

At the beginning of each and every year, the

social arena is re-established within the boundaries

of tradition. This area is the primary sphere of

influence of the Experience for the student. He

has paid his tuition (an entrance fee to the Sewa-

nee Experience), and he is ready to pursue the

"unusual sights and sounds" of Sewanee. In other

words, he has bought his ticket, and the carnival of

knowledge is about to begin. There are three areas

of the Experience to be examined which arise from

the following questions: Who is responsible for

the "Experiencee" actually achieving the Experi-

ence? Is it Mater and Pater, with their well-mean-

ing endowments of moral support and cash who

encourage the student to excel? Is it the student,

through his conscious desire to develop himself

through contact with other students (other Experi-

encees) who possess the same desire? Or is it the

institution, through its paternalistic traditions and

well-organized programs of instruction and enlight-

enment, that provides the student with the differ-

ence he seeks? It is this uncertainty of origins and

results that prompts us to redefine the Sewanee

Experience as the "Sewanee Maybe."

The parents of the Experiencee are both direct-

ly and indirectly responsible for the potential of

the Sewanee Experience. They are directly respon-

sible through their financial support and their

necessary dealings with the University during one's

college career. They are indirectly responsible if

they have influenced the student's initial decision

to come to Sewanee for the purpose of "experienc-

ing" it. But once theExperienceedarkens the doors

of the Domain, he becomes personally responsible

for a large part of the potential Sewanee Experi-

ence. He must have an attitude of curiosity and

enthusiasm which enable him to take advantage of

the different aspects of the Experience through

active participation. Even before that, the Experi-

encee must have been prepared in high school or

prep school for the responsibilities of experiential

living. He who seeks must know how to seek.

Once the Experiencee is on the Mountain, he must

decide which experiences are relevant or irrelevant

to hjs development. However, he cannot come to

know relevancy until he has experienced a wide

variety of situations, people, lifestyles, etc. In

other words, personal change is a vital element in

the participation and success of the Experience.

As a rule, if the Experiencee comes to Sewanee

a "preppie" or a "hippie" and remains that way,

| Letters I a " Purple"" poster

Retraction,

Please
Dear Editor:

I would like to acknow-

ledge and correct a mistake

made in last week's article,

"U. of S. goestoT.I.S.L." The

Tennessee Intercollegiate State

Legislature's bill concerning

capital punishment does not in

fact advocate re-establishment

of the death penalty for first-

degree murder but rather

represents an effort to block

the restoration of this type of

sentence. I apologize for the

Defensive
Dear Editor:

In response to the editor-

ial "Justice and the Honor

Council" in the Sewanee Pur-

ple of November 10 I would

like to thank you for some

very good points about some

of the Honor Council's

problems. However, I found

myself very disheartened at the

sight of many accusations

based, not on fact, but on emo-

tions and hearsay, along with

some rather bold generaliza-

The rights of the accused

are in no way transgressed

either before or during an

Honor Council trial. The

48-hour rule for the induction

of evidence to be used in a trial

(except in the case of written

evidence) and the time

deadlines for the convening of

both the Executive Committee

and the full trials of the Honor

Council are basically for the

protection of the accused, for

they insure speedy due process.

The defendant's personal rights

in a case are also clearly

explained during the Executive

Committee meeting, as well as

before it. 1 admit, however,

that these should have been

written down, either in the

Honor Code itself (as at the U-

niversity of Virginia) or in the

"Rules of Order." That pro-

blem will be eliminated in the

In both the summons for

the initial Executive Commi-

ttee meeting and the "Rules of

Order for the Honor Council"

there are statements giving the

accused the right to have a de-

fense counsel. The only time

there are "last minute verbal

instructions" to the accused is

when he/she does not pay

attention to either these or the

earlier verbal advice of an Hon-

or Council member. Some-

times a defendant chooses not

to be represented by anyone.

That, too, is his right.

The characterization of an

Executive Committee hearing

as a "mini-trial... where the

Honor Council's Executive

Committee may predetermine

guilt or innocence" is also un-

founded as well as surprising,

since, to my recollection,

neither Bill Gilmer nor Tom

Scarritt has ever attended an

Executive Committee meeting.

The goal of this meeting is to

"determine the validity of the

evidence presented and, subse-

quently, to declare the nece-

ssity for a general hearing"

("Rules of Order for the Honor

Council"), as well as to make

sure the defendant understands

his/her rights. Unfortunately, I

know of no way to scrutinize

evidence without asking quest-

ions of the people involved in

the case. It is made very clear

to the defendant in this hearing

that the Executive Committee

is not. allowed to determine

guilt or innocence; that is the

function of the entire Council.

The opinions expressed on these pages do not

necessarily reflect those of the PURPLE staff.

the Sewanee Experience was only a Maybe. It

might have affected a portion or an aspect of that

person's life, but it did not provide a true, all-

encompassing "Experience."

But can the institution itself provide all the

necessary tools for the Experiencee to accomplish

the Sewanee Experience? Within the framework of

its well-established traditions, the responsibility of

Sewanee in providing the potential for the student

is a most general one. The University must provide

all the mechanisms for achieving the Sewanee

Experience, which consists of its many traditions

and what they have to offer. This responsibility

includes providing everything from the classrooms

and laboratories to the .various cultural events-

concerts, lectures, etc. A necessary part of this

role is providing a teaching staff that is broad-

minded and tolerant enough to avail a cross-section

of experiences and ideas to the Experiencee. This

responsibility complements the role of the student

who is actively seeking to experience those tradi-

tions.

The Sewanee Experience can only be bought in

the sense that it takes money to get here (granting

that potential students show great academic

promise). After arrival, the achievement of the

Experience is only a Maybe until the student aligns

himself in the framework of possibilities heralded

as the Sewanee Experience. The Sewanee Maybe

(see Experience, p. 7)
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In the past there have been

some errors in the "Rules of

Order" that might cause some
confusion when compared to

the Honor Code itself. For ex-

ample, the rule concerning

written evidence has, in the

past, not been clear. That pro-

blem, along with the other dis-

crepancies, has been corrected

in the new copies of the "Rules

of Order" received early last

week.

The point made in the edit-

orial about an elaboration of

the roles of the defense and the

prosecution is very good and is

something we will definitely

consider clearing up this year.

Also, the "Rules of Order"

should be published in the

student handbook and will be

in the future. However, the

fact that they have not been

published in the past does not

mean they have been "shroud-

ed in secrecy." Anyone
desiring to see these is and al-

ways has been welcome to do

It is also unfounded, it

seems, to characterize the trial

procedure as "sloppy." A de-

finite procedure is specified in

the "Rules of Order," which is

followed in trials. The Honor
Council, it would seem, must

be involved in the dynamic

; flow of the trial in order to

understand fully the situation.

While this might sometimes

cause some lively discussion,

we feel it is necessary and con-

tend still that we are not a

court of law. However, even
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Proposition 13
Supported

Larry Mellinger

"An unlimited power to tax involves necessarily, the power

to destroy." This prophetic maxim is more true today than

when it was first expounded by Daniel Webster in 1819. It is

this unlimited power of government which provoked a tax

revolt in California, shown by last June's overwhelming vote

in favor of Proposition 13. The specifics of this referendum

were straightforward. Under its provisions, the annual tax

placed on California property could not exceed one percent of

its assessed value. This figure, once established, could not be

raised by more than two percent per year.

Why did taxpayers of California support such a proposi-

tion? The answer is simple-Survival!

Opinion...

We live in an age when state and local bureaucrats are

constantly inventing new and "creative" ways of spending tax-

payers' money. When the costs of all these "innovations" are

computed, the bottom line usually far surpasses the expected

revenues. Rather than eliminating some of these programs,

the politicians choose an alternative course. Elected officials

have grown paranoid of the word "no."

Not willing to take the risks of offending one interest group

or another, they simply call for an increase in the mill rate of

the property tax. The mill rate is that percentage which is

applied to the assessed value of a property in computing the

final tax. The great inflation, which has sent the prices of all

commodities into a continual upward spiral, has raised the

assessed value of real estate to exorbitant levels. When these

grossly inflated assessments are multiplied by continuously

increasing mill rates, the effects on middle income Americans

proves disastrous. The average citizen, constantly striving to

meet the payments on his high-interest mortgage, suddenly

finds that he is unable to pay the tax collector. Recent years

have seen property tax increases reach three digit percentages.

The implications of this recent California uprising are far-

reaching. The spirit of Proposition 13 transcends far beyond

the boundaries of one state, or even one specific tax. Citizens

- (see Proposition, p. 7)

considering the discussions that

sometimes enter into a trial I

certainly would not call us

"one big happy family." The
looseness of that term is not in

harmony with the pertinence

of most questions and discuss-

ions in the determination of

guilt or innocence.

The authors of the editorial

are correct. There has been, is

now, and probably always will

be some confusion in deter-

mining the Honor Council's

sphere of influence. Other
Honor Councils have treated

certain offenses differently

from the way the might be
treated today. Probably much
of this flows with the Zeitgeist.

Also, there can be a distinction

made between some very

minor offenses and major ones,

though the line often gets

shady. Thus the Honor Coun-
cil is considering the possibility

of a graduated penalty code.

However, we feel that we
should move very slowly and

cautiously in this realm.

Although our system is not

perfect, we would hate to

destroy it in trying to make it

so. We do welcome suggestions

students and/or faculty might
have in helping us with our

goal, but we have not moved
far enough on our own to

make it a public issue as of yet.

of the Honor
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OnWinningand Losing
David G. Dupree

"If you are too afraid to lose, you'll never win."

Hearing this paradox recently, i was captivated

by its truth. Later, after some reflection, the value

of any understanding of winning and losing in the

Christian walk became clear. Winning and losing

are a vital part of society today, yet are not often

given the attention or understanding they deserve.

A common yet poorly evaluated statement

tossed around today says, "It's not whether you
win or lose, it's how you play the game." A
respected coach once said in question of this, "If

it's not whether you win or lose, why keep score?"

There is truth in both sayings, but I would like to

explore the latter. It is extremely important to

win-not everything-but some things. Winning

shows you have built confidence and consistency

into an area of your life. But winning shows more
than that; it shows a person has encountered defeat

and his pride.

The paradox of learning how to win is that you
must first learn how to lose. In areas where we
strive to excel, we all must come to the point

where we are faced with defeat and frustration.

No one excels in any area without experiencing the

humiliation of failure time and again. The path to

winning, along with the development of talents,

requires a self-examination, brought out in losing,

in which we see our constitution and capabilities.

Failure should not induce shame; it is the path to

victory. Losing brings us into contact with another

area of our lives—our pride.

So often in the past I have looked at those who
excelled in some area and said—"Sure, he or she is

good, but they've got their pride to deal with."

Exactly! In learning to win one must deal with

one's pride continually. Yet we are afraid to do
this. Quitters refuse to persist in an area long

enough to win. They say to us, if we urge them to

persist: "I just can't win there" or "I'm just not

cut out for that." But in fact, quitters refuse to

persist because it is painful to be confronted with

one's pride in facing defeat. In order to excel,

however, we must first go through this death to

self and pride. The saying is true: "Quitters

never win."

How many of us possess the will-power to stick

with something until we've become victors? Those

who come out losers too often use as an alibi,

"It's not whether you win or lose, it's how you

play the game." Only winners have the privilege

of speaking that line. Too few of us today are

willing to be losers and to be wrong in order to

learn how to win. Our unwillingness to examine

or reveal our potential is a serious inhibitor to

success. Instead, we would rather others think of

us as "dormant winners" or "sleeping giants,"

capable of winning at anything, "just not inter-

ested enough to do so"—what follyl How often

have we heard the expression: "You don't get

something for nothing."-so truel Excellence

takes a willingness to fail-many times-and the

strength to be exposed as a failure, and still per-

sist, still continue in hope of winning.

Our Christian walk is similar in many respects.

Christ doesn't ask us strictly to work and excel;

He asks us to be willing to fail-over and over

again—as we are transformed into His image. The

broken and humble man will be the man who is

willing to play hard in hope of winning, even

though he has failed repeatedly. He is the man

who knows himself and his limitations. We can

never really know victory, ourselves, or our Lord

without a willingness to confront our pride and

continual defeat. Christ himself said, with respect

to the paradox of winning and losing: "Whoever

loses his life for my sake shall find it."
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SPORTS
Sewanee Wins

Norman Allen

The Sewanee Tigers won

their fourth game out of the

last five by ouUcoring St.

Leo College 30-24 last Satur-

day in Tampa, Florida.

The win moved the Tigers'

overall record to 4-4 in the

first year under new head

coach Horace. Moore, and the

3-1 conference mark won the

Tiger Gridders a share of the

College Athletic Conference

Title.

A large group of Sewanee

Last Four of Five,

Keeps Conference Tie

Tigers Down St. Leo

fan i
hand at St. Leo

and alu

Tigei

in i. id as the

scored all 1

1

first anil tin"!

to wrap up 'In

,'.,,ii corei

a Si Leo punt when dicky

Dale Harper went over from

five yards cm :h-

down. The key play in the

drive was a 53-yard pass

from Tom Clark to Nino

Austin that put the ball in a

scoring position. John Hill's

extra point gave the Tigers

a 7-0 lead just five minutes

into the game. The Tigers

regained possession and drove

to their second touchdown

on a four-yard run by Billy

Morris. John Hi

twelfth consecutive extra point

kick for a 14-0 Sewanee lead.

St. Leo, however, quickly

put themselves back in the

game. On their next

quarterback Chris Delaporte

hit wide receiver James Peitch

with a 32-yard pass to narrow

the score to 14-7. The Sewanee

offense began to sputter,

ome of the trouble

could be attributed to numer-

ous flags I brown bj he i

,i the warm temper-

ature^ Late in the first half

St. Leo recovered a fumble

lOSition for a

32-yard goal by Pete Adonizo

to cut the deficit at inter-

mission to 14-10.

In the second half Sewanee

came out determined to show

what kind of team they

edge. The Tigers got the ball

back when Steve Blount picked

off a pass and returned it 19

yards to the St. Leo seven yard

line. Two plays later Billy

Mon tallied his third

illy

The ck of

and BillyRicky Dale Harpei

Morris pounded away at the

St. Leo defense, culminating

in a two-yard touchdown run

by Billy Morris .
On the

attempt Tom Clark

ss to Billy Morris

passed up a sure extra point

kick, but the gamble paid off

as Tom Clark hit Nino Austin

with a pass for the conversion

and a 30-10 lead,

St. Leo scored twice in the

, mi,:- of 'in- game

on pass plays

yards, but the contest was

not as close as the final score

indicated. The Tigers had to

overcome 13 penalties totalling

168 yards in the game, but they

prevailed on the strength of a

potent running game and a

stout defense. Ricky Dale

Harper picked up 124 .yards

on 24 carries with one touch-

down, while Billy Morris

fought for 89 yards on 20

attempts and three scores.

The defensive unit was again

led by Paul Minor with 14

(see CAC, p. 71

added b

<z

Kilted Wonders Finish 7th

Sarah Jackson

The Kilted Wonders left Se

wanee on November 9 to com-

pete in the AIAW Region II

Field Hockey Tournament in

Hollins, Va. Eight teams, re-

presenting five states, qualified

for this regional competition.

There are 35 teams which be-

long to Region II, and Sewanee

grabbed a- seventh or eighth

place rank from tournament

competition at Hollins.

The Lady Tigers met with

University of North Carolina

(Chapel Hill) Friday morning

in what proved to be an excit-

ing game. Chapel Hill was

tough and aggressive, and the

Tigers were taken by surprise.

During the first fifteen minutes

of play, the Chapel Hill for-

ward line rushed in four goals.

Chapel Hill's greatest asset

appeared to be their right

inner, Bashi Buba, who scored

four consecutive goals during

the first half.

Becca Clark and Mary Jane

Meyer fought to carry the ball

down the field, but at halftime

the score was 4-0 in Chapel,

Hill's favor.

Most of the game was

played at Sewanee 's end of the

field. Worth noting was the

excellent defensive play of full-

backs Sissy Kegley and Selby

Ewing, Halfbacks Paige Wood,

Kitty Stockell, and Margaret

Urbano also helped to unite

Sewanee 's defensive line.

The second half brought

Chapel Hill two more goals by

Buba and Ann Donio, and the

game ended with the Tigers

trailing 6-0.

Sewanee's second game
took place Friday afternoon

against Clemson. This game
revealed a determined and uni-

fied Sewanee team. In one of

their best games of the season,

the Lady Tigers clicked

together like clockwork, but

were unable to stop CI

from scoring two goals am
winning the game 2-0.

(see Killed Wonders, p. 71

ALL STUDENTS WELCOME TO

Bill and Virginia Lockhart's

MONTEAGLE DINER

SPECIALIZING IN STEAKS AND PIZZA

LARGE DINING ROOM Budweiser



Women B-ballers
Open Monday

defense and a lot of hustle to

make up for some deficiencies
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Girls V-ball Ends 7th
..kill

John Barnett

With the advantage of three

returning letter winners, thii

year's women's basketball tearr

looks promising and theii

season appears as if it will be z

After almost a month of

hard practice, the B-ballers will

open their first contest next

Monday at Lee College.

The most probable starters

will be Gina Melton, Jenny
Pritchett, and Stacy McKenzie;
all of whom received their

letters last year; sophomore
Jenny Baker and freshman Gay
Wells.

Other members of the team
are juniors Tracy Feamster,
Rose Mary Drake, and Pam
Morris; sophomores Carol

Christner, Sharon Bonner, and
Susan Glenn; and freshmen
Sally McSpadden, Tabitha
Francisco, and Mary Francis

Glover. The team is headed by
Coach Jim Lampley and
Assistant coach Pam Lampley
and is managed by Sarah
Jackson.

Melt ii h .Gin;

retrospective view, added th>

"Coach Lampley 's methods are pi:

an improvement over last year

Everything

ase Mary Drak.

volleyball

11 -team state

last

• learned s

The team has a fairly

competitive schedule this year,
with such good matches on the
agenda as David Lipscomb and
Maryville Colleges. In order to
win many eames the women
will have to rely on very good

i
taken slowly so it will

sink in. We lost three good

players last year, but we've
picked up some new players

who show real promise. There

has been a lot of team spirit

and we have been getting along

highlight of th

came when Sew
state champions UT-Chatla-

nooga in a victory which Coach
Alvarez termed "amazing."

Wright Qualifies For Nationals
Chuck Orr

Sewanee's Harriers travelled

to Emory, Va. this past week-
end to compete in the South-
eastern Regional meet. Know-
ing that they would either

qualify for the NCAA's or end
an ever-improving season, Se-

wanee's runners gave probably

their finest performance of the

fall. Despite a number of

fastest personal times, the team
finished third among 13

i the i

i East Mennonite Col-

rged from anonymity

Although Sewanee did not
gain the needed second place

to go to the Nationals, Felton
Wright did qualify as an indivi-

dual. Finishing fifth and as the

only Sewanee runner in the top
ten, Wright strided to the time
of 25:42 for the 8000 meter

He will the
NCAA meet this Saturday, far

away in Davenport, Iowa.

Mike Ball captured the

thoughts of the team by say-

ing, "We really ran together at

Emory -- just about everyone

had their best times, but if we
had just trained for one more
week, we would have really

been ready." After an

admirable season and a second

place in the CAC, Sewanee's

runners could taste a trip to

the Nationals.

.froi , p4)Experience, Maybe
becomes the Sewanee Experience only after the

Experiencee actively and responsibly learns to uti-

lize the appropriate facilities to achieve changes

that will benefit him. If he cannot come to terms

with this personal responsibility, the student may

as well be working in a gas station. But even after

the Experiencee begins benefiting from the Sewa-

nee Experience, it does not automatically infuse
itself into his being. From the moment he arrives
until the moment he leaves, the student must
actively seek the Experience through his lifestyle

if he wishes to know Sewanee. In contemplating
this progression of the Experience, it is impor-
tant to remember the words of Philo (in Hume's
Dialogues): "Our ideas reach no further than
our experience."

Proposition 13 Lauded
lp.51

from across the entire nation are rejecting the notion that

government is able to make more enlightened value judgments

than the individuals themselves.

The situation has become critical. Consider the fact that

the average American labors five months of the year to pay the

costs of government-federal, state and local. If the present

growth rate of government spending persists, our future is

inevitable. Americans will soon reach that threshold from

which there can be no turning back. Americans will be

working more for the aggregate desires of government than

they are for themselves. The tax burden will be so unbearable

that our entire free economic system will collapse from want

of a class which is able to support such an overweighted

structure.

FULL GROCERY LINE

BEER ON SUNDAYS

PARTY SUPPLIES

If we are to keep government from destroying our liberty

through excessive taxation, we must take affirmative actions

to arrest the growth of that government. If the politicians are

unwilling to agree among themselves which programs should

be cut, so that the burden of taxation may be relieved, then

the people must take it upon themselves to limit what govern-

ment may take from them.

There are cynics in government who tell us that the only

way to reduce spending and cut taxes is by curtailing educa-

tional programs, police and fire protection, and all of those

fundamental services for which the government was originally

given the power to tax. If the taxpayers are naive enough to

believe these doom-criers of political self-interest, then they

shall be condemned under the vice of economic oppression,

where private property is merely the private resource of a free-

spending government.

If we are to reduce our tax burdens, while maintaining

efficiency in basic government services, then we must retire

those liberal-spending politicians of self-interest who are

unwilling to take those initiatives needed to ease this intoler-

able burden. Let us find those prudent men who will truly

represent the demands of a continuously oppressed people.
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Mt. Hickory House Restaurant

Real Pit Bar-BQ
Steaks & Seafoods

SALAD BAR
Hwys. 1-24 & 41 - EXIT 135 V,

OPEN 6:00 A. M. TO 10:00 P. M.

DRAFT BEER ON TAP !

MONTEAGLE
FLORIST

PHONE (615) 924-2320

NIGHTS and HOLIDAYS

924-2321 or 924-2511

* " " ""

Sewanee began tournament

m ended action a little shakily and lost

kin8 seventh
15-4, 15-6 to Covenant. Then
their luck reversed as they

faced the tough UTC challen-

gers. UTC fell to Sewanee

defeated 15 " 12 in the first 8ame -
but

came back to defeat the Tigers

1 5-5 in the second. In the cru-

cial third game, Sewanee made
an excellent start by winning
the first eight points before

UTC could score. A ruffled

UTC team then took the

iniative, but the heated battle

for points resulted in a 16-14

victory for Sewanee. Sewanee
i was the only team to defeat

UTC in the tournament.

In later action, Sewanee de-

feated Fisk 15-3, 12-15, 15-3.

Afterwards, the three-way tie

in tournament standings be-

tween Sewanee, UTC, and Co-

venant was broken by a series

of one-game matches, in which
Sewanee lost to both UTC and
Covenant, thereby forfeiting

their opportunity to continue

in the tournament.

Overall, the tournament was
a fitting end to a fairly good
season. The team finished

seventh in the state and once
beat the state champions.

Lady> Tigers

Conclude
Year (eon,, from p. 61

Five seniors played their

last game of their Sewanee
career at Hollins: Rebecca
Clark, Sarah Jackson, Lisa Lip-

sey, Ernie Siebald, and Anne
Trice.

The team worked well

under the leadership of co-

captains Kitty Stockell and
Paige Wood. Dickie Anderson,
who joined as assistant coach
this season, was also an
immense help to the team, as

was head coach Kevin Green.

The Lady Tigers would like

to pay special thanks to Dr.

Green for the time he has given

to field hockey at Sewanee.
Coach Green ends his career as

field hockey coach after four

years of coaching. He has raised

the women's field hockey pro-

gram from a new and unorgan-

ized state to one of skill and
success. Dr. Green's expertise

in field hockey is obvious. As
coach, however, it has been his

enthusiasm, interest, and spirit

which have penetrated every

field hockey participant.

CAC Tied
(com. from p. 61

tackles, and Blount, Benny
Waterfield, Nino Austin and

John Hill all came up with

interceptions.

The game was the final

contest for the five senior

members of this year's Se-

wanee football team, and it

was a fitting farewell for each.

All-American Nino Austin had

two pass receptions for 83

yards with a touchdown catch

nullified by a penalty. Jack

Hazel blocked a punt and

teamed with Stephen Puckette

to shut down the outside

running game of St. Leo -

David Evans broke up several

passes, and Kelly Swift ted

the blocking for the Sewanee
running attack. Congratu-

lations to these outstanding

Sewanee athletes, and thanks

for their many contributions

to both the football team and
school.
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The Looking For
To study. To learn. These two infinitives repre-

sent vastly different forms of apprehension. Simply

listen to the language: in current usage, studying

is thought of as something totally abhorrent, yet

required -a necessary evil, so to speak. Studying

usually connotes an activity that must be done,

endured for, say, five hours, or however long it takes

"to get through the stuff." The concept of studying

disenfranchises the student from his quest of assi-

milating and comprehending a certain amount of

material. This mood is commonly expressed by

the phrase: "I have to go study."

Learning, on the other hand, implies the desire

for understanding. The assigned material is seen in

a new persepctive. It is the means to the end of

knowledge. Learning is creative, whereas studying

is rote, a hollow exercise of holding a book behind

a desk, the kind of exercise that only invites day-

dreaming and frustration. The idea of learning the

material instead of simply studying it enables the

student to attack the assignment for what it is worth

temporally; there is no need to automatically set

aside a three-hour chunk of time. One works until

the goal is achieved, and quits when fatigue sets in.

One eventually concludes that learning, an attitude,

really, is an active phenomenon, while studying is

passive. And so many fine minds have passed away

doing it...

Lipstick
{com. from p. 2)

I couldn't cat. Instead I made
seven trips to the ice cream bar

smiling each time I walked past

him.

As he got up to leave, he

playfully socked one of his

buddies on the arm. This was

it-now or never—the time had

come to move in for the kill.

. " * I walked swiftly down the aisle

* *** as he put his tray in the rack

and called his name a little

»P2
louder than I had intended.

"TANK, uhm, uh, I was just

*'**
i

'

wondering, uhm, well, we're

having this dorm party Friday

night and, uh, you wouldn't

want to go with me, would

lw&,° you?"
"Sure."

"Well, I understand, that's

HR3 OK."

BF*

«

"I said yes."

R^ ° "YES-Oh Boy, uh, I mean

Hp&j^I
I'll talk to you about it later.

"

CRASH—in my excitement

wfei'i
I backed into the tea dispenser

knocking the top off and
causing a tea geyser in Gailor.

Epilogue: The party was OK
and now all I have to do is pay

for Orrin's skin graft, the reno-

vation of the right side of
Gailor, and Oh Lord, we're

having a Christmas party in

two weeks.

TWO LAWS OF LOVE

Fire burns. That

is the first law.

Passion is an honest

fire, or else is not passion

Or fire, but lies

smoldering under surface

Which moves
and twists, which hates itself.

Faith. That is the

second law. It flies

Out in all directions

like light, or heat,

Or grasshoppers before

Shuffling summer feet.

My professor said today that art and poetry have

the same creative forms, and therefore are inter-

related. Maybe so. This thought led to another.

Perhaps science has the same creative form as poetry

and art.

Art and science both originate in mythology,

which, in turn, is limited only by the ethical prin-

ciples and poetic imagination of the mythmaker.

If this is true, then the basis of science is similar to

art. Both the man of science and the man of art

live always at the edge of mystery, surrounded by

it, for both enterprises are grounded in undemon-

strable assumption, metaphysics and myth. The

common origins -affirmation, intuition, and myth-
of science and art permit the union of the two disci-

plines. I wonder if this notion is going to make the

path from Woods Lab to Walsh-Ellet any more
traversable.

Socrates once wrote: "The unexamined life

is not worth living." Similarly, unexamined values

aren't worth having. Unquestioned knowledge

isn't worth the memory's time. Even to know you
don't know has some redeeming quality--in making
one's humanness more vulnerable, less assuming,

it becomes more likeable.

THE FAUCET: A Symbolist Vision

White music commences from water dropping slow,

Falling down the throat of a rusty faucet

Long low sounds tap time till its fabric is let

Loose, till the naked minute is chemic glow.

Drop by drop, langor becomes a silk deaf drum
Whose vellum is the water's linen skin,

Holds light and sound as dreams moving out and in,

Shaping eidolon whole, a way too seldom

Held, and here, unwatched, unkept, it unwinds

To the impassible beauty of moon light;

The autumn sun warms my unborn face of night

In the cradle of ten-thousand ageless minds.

A dream becomes a casual thing, but when does

The thing become a dream? When in some dark place

Raising his head, a man sounds of star-filled space,

Then suddenly I remembered who I was,

Verbalized expressons of doubt or hurt are

always less dangerous, less obnoxious, less obtrusive,

than their respective silences.

When a moment endures memory's tomb,

Then a bath towel was at once finest byssus,

When breaking air senses a mirror discus,

A rising planet became this grey-walled room.

But in the end, still the rusty faucet,

Still the one water waterfall, though yet it glints

Of unimaginable light, and a sound which hints

Of singular, shimmering merit.

Anonymous
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